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The automorphism group and frame commutator relations in the orthonormal frame
approach to Bianchi cosmology are used to construct an explicit coordinate repre-
sentation of the orthonormal frame itself~and hence of the spacetime metric! which
depends algebraically on the connection coefficients. This is not possible in general
inhomogeneous models where differential equations must instead be solved. The
shift vector field required for this procedure is intimately related to the true Smarr–
York minimal strain and minimal distortion shifts. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S0022-2488~99!01701-6#

I. INTRODUCTION

When studying spatially homogeneous~SH! Bianchi cosmology, two complementary ap
proaches have been taken, one using orthonormal frames in which the metric components a
and the dynamics resides in the commutation functions~see references in Ref. 1! and the other
using computational frames2 in which the commutation functions are fixed and the dynam
resides in the metric components~see references in Ref. 3!. The relationship between these tw
has been clouded by the fact that one usually uses a synchronous frame in the computation
approach to Bianchi cosmology. By instead choosing a computational frame based on a s
shift vector field intimately related to the true Smarr–York minimal strain and minimal distor
shifts,4,5 one can construct an explicit coordinate representation of all the orthonormal f
vectors ~and therefore a coordinate representation of the spacetime metric! using an algebraic
procedure involving the commutator functions and commutator relations of the orthonormal
approach.

For general inhomogeneous models, such an algebraic procedure is not possible and
instead forced to solve differential equations resulting from the commutator relations in ord
obtain a coordinate representation of the orthonormal frame. The closest one might come
present SH construction in more general inhomogeneous cases would be to use a compu
frame with a minimal strain or minimal distortion shift vector field. It is remarkable that the u
orthonormal frame approach to Bianchi cosmology is so closely connected to these genera
about fixing the coordinate gauge freedom in evolving a spacetime from initial data.

Bianchi cosmology has long served as a testing ground for exploring features of ge
relativity both in generalizing aspects of these highly symmetric models to the broader cont
more general inhomogeneous spacetimes and in specializing results from the general th
explore them in SH models which facilitate computations. While one may not need the m
explicitly to answer questions about Bianchi models alone, an explicit representation of the
is essential for answering many interesting questions about general inhomogeneous spa

a!Electronic mail: jantzen@ucis.vill.edu
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Thus relating results of Bianchi cosmology to a wider setting requires the construction o
metric.

The outline of this article is as follows. In Sec. II the symmetry group properties of this c
of spacetimes are summarized. In Sec. III the essentials of the orthonormal frame approa
reviewed. In Sec. IV the general framework is described for constructing the metric in a co
tational frame starting from the commutation functions of an orthonormal frame and th
discussion of why it works is given. In Sec. V the metric is explicitly constructed for each Bia
type. The last section ends with concluding remarks.

II. SYMMETRY PROPERTIES

In the present discussion we consider only those symmetry types for which the full spac
symmetry group admits a simply transitive 3-dimensional subgroupG acting on the spatially
homogeneous~SH! hypersurfaces, i.e., a Bianchi group action. Such spacetimes admit a cla
spatial frames$êi% ( i 51,2,3) tangent to each hypersurface which are not only invariant unde
action of the group but which have structure or commutator functionsĈi j

k which are constants
throughout the spacetime. These invariant vector fields thus themselves generate a transfo
group which turns out to be isomorphic to the original Bianchi group. The constant stru
functions are defined by

@ êi ,êj #5Ĉi j
k êk , ~2.1!

and may be represented in the form~see e.g., Ref. 6!

Ĉi j
k 52â[ id j ]

k 1e i j l n̂
lk, ~2.2!

where the Jacobi identitiesĈl
m[ i Ĉ

m
jk]50 require

05n̂i j â j . ~2.3!

A useful parameterh may be defined by

âi â j5
1

2
he ikle jmnn̂

kmn̂ln. ~2.4!

The Bianchi symmetry types may be divided into 2 symmetry classes, A and B, dependi
whetherâi is zero or not.

It is often convenient to choose a gauge in which the structure constantsn̂i j are diagonal, and
the covectorâi is aligned with one of the basis directions, here chosen to be the third one,

n̂i j 5diag~ n̂1 ,n̂2 ,n̂3!, âi5~0,0,â!. ~2.5!

This ‘‘diagonal-alignment’’ gauge will be assumed here. Canonical choices of the structure
stants for each Bianchi type are given in this form in Table I.6 The Bianchi symmetry group actio

TABLE I. Canonical structure constants for each Bianchi symmetry type.
Note the special case Bianchi type III5VI21 with â51.

Class A Class B

Type IX VIII VII 0 VI0 II I VII h VIh IV V
n̂1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0
n̂2 1 1 1 21 0 0 1 21 0 0
n̂3 1 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
â>0 0 0 0 0 0 0 â â 1 1
11 May 2001 to 153.104.160.140. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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is assumed to be a global action by a simply connected group.~The discussion of local symmetr
actions which are not global is considerably more complicated.!

The automorphism matrix group of the Lie algebra with structure constantsĈi
jk is the sub-

group of linear transformations of its basis$êi% which leaves those constants invariant,

Bk
lĈ

l
mnB

21m
iB

21n
j5Ĉk

i j . ~2.6!

The Lie algebra of this matrix group consists of the matrix derivations of the original Lie alg

Fk
lĈ

l
i j 5Ĉk

l j F
l
i1Ĉk

il F
l
j . ~2.7!

The matrix adjoint group is the subgroup of inner automorphisms generated by the matr
algebra whose basis consists of a linearly independent subset of the adjoint matricesk̂i defined by

@ k̂i #
j
k5Ĉj

ik representing the inner derivations~Lie bracketing by elements of the original Li
algebra!,

£êi
êj5@ k̂i #

l
j êl . ~2.8!

These matrices satisfy the derivation property~2.7! due to the Jacobi identities. Automorphism
which are not inner are called outer automorphisms. The dimensions of the adjoint and au
phism groups are given in Table II. Their differences represent the number of independen
automorphism generators which exist in any basis of the full matrix automorphism Lie alg
which includes a basis of the matrix adjoint Lie algebra. The automorphism structure summ
in Table II is important for the algebraic procedure for constructing the metric from the com
tator functions.

III. THE ORTHONORMAL FRAME APPROACH

Let $ea% be a SH orthonormal frame (a50,1,2,3) with dual frame$va% ~satisfying^va,eb&
5da

b) so that the metric takes the form

g5habvavb, ~3.1!

where (hab)5diag(21,1,1,1). Choosee05n5naea to be the unit normal vector field of the SH
hypersurfaces. The remaining frame vector fields are then tangent to the SH hypersurfaces
are related to any set of invariant spatial frame vectorsêi by a linear transformation which is
constant on any given such hypersurface.

The full set of commutator functionsga
bc are defined by

@ea ,eb#5gc
abec , dva52 1

2 ga
bcv

b∧vc. ~3.2!

As a consequence of the symmetry and hypersurface-forming condition, the normaln has zero
acceleration and rotation. Thus, making a 311 decomposition of these functions leads to1

ga
0b52ub

a1ea
bgVg, gg

ab52a[adg
b]1eabdndg, ~3.3!

TABLE II. Dimensions of the adjoint and automorphism groups for each
Bianchi symmetry type.

Type VIII, IX IV, VI, VII III V II I

dim~Ad! 3 3 2 3 2 0
dim~Aut! 3 4 4 6 6 9
11 May 2001 to 153.104.160.140. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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whereeabg is the permutation symbol satisfyinge12351 anda51,2,3. The quantityVa can be
interpreted as the local angular velocity of a spatial frame$ea% with respect to a second spati
frame $ēa% which is Fermi-propagated alonge05n. The quantityuab is the expansion tensor
which is often represented in terms of the trace-free shear tensorsab , the expansion scalarQ, and
the spatial metrichab5gab1nanb as uab5sab1 1

3Qhab . The purely spatial componentsga
bg

have been decomposed in the same way asĈk
i j and are assumed to have the same diago

alignment gauge form as the canonical structure constants for each Bianchi type, with the
spondingly defined structure functions (n1 ,n2 ,n3 ,a) having the same signs~when nonzero! as the
corresponding structure constants (n̂1 ,n̂2 ,n̂3 ,â). The symbolna will be used only to designate
these structure functions in the remainder of the paper, and not the covariant spatial comp
of the normal vector field, which are no longer needed.

The 311 decomposition of the Jacobi identities,

@@ea ,eb#,ec#1@@eb ,ec#,ea#1@@ec ,ea#,eb#50⇔e[a~gd
bc] !1ge

[abg
d

c]e50, ~3.4!

leads to

e0~aa!52abuab2eabgabVg , ~3.5!

e0~nab!52Qnab12u (a
gnb)g22egd(anb)

gVd , ~3.6!

05abnab. ~3.7!

The diagonal-alignment conditions imposed on the structure functions cause certain comp
of the first two derivative equations to have an identically zero left hand side, leading to c
relationships among components ofVa anduab when the right hand side is not also identica
zero. Two relationships follow from the first two components of Eq.~3.5! whenaÞ0 and three
from the off-diagonal components of~3.6!, all of which must be identically zero. These restri
tions are

a~u132V2!505a~u231V1!, ~3.8!

and

~n11n2!u121~n12n2!V350, ~3.9!

and its two cyclic permutations.

IV. CONSTRUCTION OF THE METRIC: GENERAL FRAMEWORK

Once the commutation functions have been obtained as explicit functions of some time
tion t ~for example, by solving the constraint and evolution equations for some metric theory
a particular choice of the lapse functionN), it is possible to construct the spacetime met
explicitly in terms of local coordinates$t,xi% ( i 51,2,3) adapted to the SH hypersurfaces. This
accomplished without solving any additional differential equations, using the particular stru
that is associated with the SH symmetry.

Here the orthonormal spatial frame$ea% will be expressed first in terms of an invariant spat
frame$êi% with canonical structure constant values for its structure functions and then in ter
local coordinates. The full orthonormal frame is related to the computational frame$t ,êi% by

e05N~ t !21~t2N̂i~ t,x!êi !, ea5ê~ t !a
i êi , ~4.1!

whereN is the lapse function andN¢ 5N̂i êi is the shift vector field. The corresponding dual 1-form
are given by
11 May 2001 to 153.104.160.140. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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v05N~ t !dt, va5êa
i@v̂i1N̂~ t,x! idt#, ~4.2!

whereD̂5(êa
i) is the inverse matrix of (êa

j ) ~i.e., êa
i êa

j5d j
i).

This leads to the following spacetime metric:

g52N~ t !2 dt21ĝi j ~ t !@v̂i1N̂i~ t,x!dt#@v̂ j1N̂j~ t,x!dt#, ~4.3!

where the SH components of the spatial metric tensor in the spatial frame$êi% are given by

ĝi j 5dabêa
i ê

b
j , ~4.4!

or simply (ĝi j )5D̂TD̂ in matrix notation.
The computational frame$t ,êi% is characterized by the Lie dragging condition £t

êi50
which implies the time-independent local coordinate expressionêi5êi

j (xk)j for the invariant
spatial frame, whose constant commutator functionsĈk

i j are assumed to have their canonic
values given in Table I. Explicit coordinate expressions forêi

j (xk) follow from the representation
of the left invariant vector fields in canonical coordinates of the second kind in Refs. 7 a
These spatial coordinates will be assumed throughout this article. Similarly, explicit coord
expressions for a basis of the homogeneity Killing vector fields follow from the representati
the right invariant vector fields in these coordinates.7,8

The lapse function is SH, but the associated shift vector field is not necessarily SH. I
exploiting the action of the outer automorphisms requires an inhomogeneous shift. Howev
shift Lie derivative of the spatial frameêi and its dual must be SH,

£N¢ êi52Â~ t ! j
i êj , £N¢ v̂ j5Â~ t ! j

iv̂
i , ~4.5!

in order that the Lie derivative of the induced spatial metric be SH for any component m
(ĝi j ),

£N¢ ĝi j 52ĝk( i Â
k

j ) . ~4.6!

This in turn guarantees that the extrinsic curvature~sign-reversed expansion tensor! be SH under
the same condition,

K̂ i j 5
1

2
N21@2 ġ̂i j 1£N¢ ĝi j #52êi

aej
buab . ~4.7!

Thus, for a fixed value oft, this restricts the shift to the finite-dimensional space of derivation
the Lie algebra of invariant spatial vector fields.7 This derivation Lie algebra~containing the
homogeneity Killing vector fields which correspond to the trivial zero derivation! generates an
action of the automorphism-translation group of the Bianchi homogeneity groupG on each SH
hypersurface which induces the action of the matrix automorphism group on the invariant s
vector fields under Lie dragging. Given a basis for the matrix derivation Lie algebra$kP% ~so that
P is an index taking values from 1 to the dimension of the automorphism group given in Tab!,
one can construct a corresponding basis$jP% for the Lie algebra of derivation vector fields modu
Killing vector fields by the relation

£jP
êi5@kP# j

i êj . ~4.8!

One can then express the shift and its corresponding derivation matrix as time-dependen
combinations of these respective bases with SH coefficients,

2Â~ t !5M P~ t !kP→N¢ 5M P~ t !jP . ~4.9!
11 May 2001 to 153.104.160.140. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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This relationship may then be used to determine the shift vector field from the matrixÂ. The basis
vector fieldsjP can be taken from a subset of invariant spatial frame vector fieldsêi which
generate the inner automorphisms, plus some independent outer automorphism generator
dinate expressions for the additional independent outer automorphism vector field generat
each symmetry type, most of which may be found in Appendix 3 of Ref. 9, will be given be
while expressions for the invariant spatial vector fields themselves have already been dis
All of these follow from known results for 3-dimensional Lie groups.

In the diagonal-alignment gauge the action of the matrix automorphism group on the s
metric induced by the action of Lie dragging by the automorphism-translations,

ĝi j→Bm
iB

n
j ĝmn , ~4.10!

has orbits which may be parametrized by a submanifold of the space of diagonal metric m
~not unique when diagonal automorphism matrices exist!. It is exactly this fact which allows one
to assume a shift for which the spatial metric component matrix is confined to such a dia
submanifold, i.e., making the matrixD̂ diagonal. This shift generates a time-dependent ma
automorphism which transforms the orthogonal~zero shift! gauge metric matrix into the diagona
matrix (ĝi j ).

One may evaluate the relationship between the structure functions of the original orthon
frame and the computational frame by inserting the expressions~4.1! into Eqs.~3.2! and ~3.3!
leading to

ga
0b5N21@2 ė̂a

i êb
i1êa

i Â
i
j êb

i #52ub
a1ea

bgVg, ~4.11!

ga
bg5êa

i Ĉ
i
jkêb

j êg
k. ~4.12!

The first of these in matrix notation takes the form

~ga
0b!5N21@2 Ḋ̂D̂211D̂ÂD̂21#5~2ua

b1ea
bggV

g!. ~4.13!

The shift may be chosen so that the matrixD̂ is diagonal and positive-definite,

D̂5~ êa
i !5diag~eb1

,eb2
,eb3

!, ~4.14!

as will always be assumed here, with the number of independent components equal to three
the number of independent diagonal automorphisms. This matrix represents the time-dep
rescaling of the orthogonal spatial frame$êi% which normalizes it to the orthonormal spatial fram
$ea% and transforms the nonzero structure constants of the first frame into the correspo
nonzero time-dependent structure functions of the second frame by Eq.~4.12!,

n15eb12b22b3
n̂1 , n25eb22b32b1

n̂2 , n35eb32b12b2
n̂3 , ~4.15!

a5e2b3
â. ~4.16!

When D̂ is diagonal, the~index-lowered! symmetric part of Eq.~4.13! is equivalent to the
orthonormal components of the mixed form of Eq.~4.7!, evaluating the extrinsic curvature o
sign-reversed expansion tensor,

N21@2 Ḋ̂D̂211 1
2 ~D̂ÂD̂21!1 1

2 ~D̂ÂD̂21!T#5D̂~K̂ i
j !D̂

21, ~4.17!
11 May 2001 to 153.104.160.140. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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while the antisymmetric part of Eq.~4.13! relates the shift Lie derivative term involving the matr
Â to the local angular velocityVa of the spatial orthonormal frame@or to the off-diagonal
components of the expansion tensor, due to Jacobi identities of the form~3.8! and ~3.9!#. The
particular way in which this diagonal matrixD̂ is fixed when some freedom remains allows one
specialize the shift vector field either to a true minimal strain or minimal distortion shift. T
shifts minimize the contribution of the diagonal time derivative term,

2 Ḋ̂D̂2152~ ln D̂ ! ˙ 5diag~ ḃ1,ḃ2,ḃ3!, ~4.18!

to the formula~4.17! for the extrinsic curvature tensor in two different ways.

A true minimal strain shift is one for which the diagonal time-derivative term2 Ḋ̂D̂21 in Eq.
~4.17! is orthogonal to the remaining twoÂ terms in that expression under the trace inner prod
for second rank tensors, while the true minimal distortion shift is the one for which the trace

part of 2 Ḋ̂D̂21 is instead orthogonal to the trace-free part of the remaining twoÂ terms in that
expression.5 The assumption thatD̂ is diagonal is consistent with the generic off-diagonal part
the second term in Eq.~4.13! for all Bianchi types in the diagonal-alignment gauge, leaving o
the diagonal orthogonality conditions to be analyzed. By representing the logarithm ofD̂ as an
arbitrary linear combination of a set of diagonal matrices which are each orthogonal to the m
generators of the matrix automorphism group, one obtains a true minimal strain shift vector
By representing it instead so that the trace-free parts are orthogonal, one obtains a true m
distortion shift vector field. Since only the true minimal strain and distortion shifts are releva
the SH case, the modifier ‘‘true’’ will be implicitly understood below.

A. The construction procedure

The procedure for constructing a coordinate representation of the metric consists of th
lowing steps.

~1! Represent the diagonal matrixD̂ in terms of a minimal set of variables which parametrize
quotient space of the diagonal metric matrices under the action of the diagonal aut
phisms. When 1 or 2 independent diagonal automorphism generators exist, there is no
choice for these variables, and a parameterz describes the most useful variations, allowin
one to specialize to a minimal strain or minimal distortion shift if desired. This is done
choosing to parametrize lnD̂ or its trace-free part, respectively, so that it is always orthogo
to the diagonal matrix automorphism generators.

~2! Express the minimal diagonal variables in terms of the spatial commutation functions
Eqs.~4.15! and ~4.16!.

~3! Construct the diagonal (kD) and off-diagonal (kO) matrix automorphism generators, so th
the matrix2Â can be expressed as a linear combination of them,2Â5MDkD1MOkO .

~4! Use the diagonal components of Eq.~4.13! to express the time derivatives of the minimalD̂
variables as functions of the diagonal components ofuab and then use these results in th
solution of the same equation for the automorphism coefficients (MD,MO) to express the
latter entirely in terms of the commutation functions. Note that some of these may b
pressed in several equivalent ways due to the Jacobi identities~3.8! and ~3.9!.

~5! Give coordinate expressions for the basis$jP% of the automorphism vector fields~modulo
Killing vector fields!. $êi% provide a basis of the inner automorphism generators correspon
to the adjoint matrices$k̂i% so one only needs coordinate expressions for the remai
independent outer automorphism vector fields which may be easily found from their ma
using the condition~4.8!.

~6! Re-express the automorphism matrices as a linear combination of a linearly indepe
subset of the adjoint matricesk̂i and the remaining outer automorphisms, so that one can
re-express the shift vector fieldN¢ 5MDjD1MOjO as the same linear combination of th
11 May 2001 to 153.104.160.140. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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corresponding invariant vectorsêi and the remaining inhomogeneous outer automorph
generators.

The final result then gives a coordinate representation of the orthonormal frame vectors
the metric whose time dependence is completely determined by the commutation fun
through the diagonal matrixD̂5(êa

i) and the shift coefficientsMD. The spatial homogeneity
determines the remaining spatial coordinate dependence.

B. Why it works

Before carrying out these steps explicitly for the various symmetry types, it is worth exp
ing why the symmetry allows this procedure to work. As discussed in Ref. 7, the ‘‘minig
group’’ of symmetry compatible diffeomorphisms for Bianchi cosmology is the subgroup o
spacetime diffeomorphism group which maps into itself both the space of SH spatial vector
and also leaves invariant the normal vector fieldn to the SH hypersurfaces. Its corresponding L
algebra consists of vector fields of the formX5X'n1X¢ , whereX' is SH and the spatial vecto
field X¢ belongs to the ‘‘automorphism-translation’’ Lie algebra on each SH hypersurface.

Since the Bianchi symmetry groupG acts simply transitively on its orbits, each orbit
diffeomorphic to G with its action on the orbit corresponding to its action on itself by l
translation, and one may map the semidirect product group of automorphisms and~left or right!
translations Aut(G) ^ sL(G)5Aut(G) ^ sR(G) onto each orbit, the generators of which define t
‘‘automorphism-translation’’ Lie algebra. It is characterized by the condition that the Lie de
tives of the SH spatial vector fields by its elements are themselves SH. The SH spatial vecto
correspond to the left invariant vector fields onG, while the spacetime Killing vector fields
generating the action ofG correspond to the right invariant vector fields. A minigauge gro
diffeomorphism of the spacetime is then a 1-parameter~i.e., time-dependent! family of such
automorphism-translations acting on the family of SH orbits.

The subgroup of diffeomorphisms generated by the SH spatial vector fields, when act
the space of SH spatial vector fields by Lie dragging, induces the action of the linear
automorphism or adjoint group on that space, while the full symmetry compatible diffeomorp
subgroup of automorphism-translations induces the action of the whole linear automor
group. When expressed in terms of a given invariant spatial frame, these groups are represe
their corresponding matrix groups, which are entirely determined by the values of the str
constants for that frame.

Associated with every computational frame$t ,êi% is an equivalence class of comovin
coordinate systems$t,xi% which establish an identification of the spacetime manifold with
product manifoldR3G. The usual synchronous gauge frame has the time lines aligned wit
unit normal vector fieldn, and any other symmetry compatible computational frame with the s
structure constants is related to it by the action of a time-dependent automorphism matrix in
by the action of the related shift vector field in Lie dragging the original invariant spatial fra
Conversely time-dependent changes of an invariant spatial frame by a time-dependent au
phism matrix are equivalent to the choice of a new time direction for the computational fr
Thus one can reconstruct the associated shift for a new computational frame from a knowle
the time-dependent automorphism which relates the spatial frames, modulo spacetime
vector fields which commute with the spatial frame vectors and induce no change in them
the spatial metric or extrinsic curvature, but only change the direction of the time lines o
associated comoving coordinate system sincet5Nn1N¢ .

Given a choice of SH spatial frame$êi%, the action of the symmetry compatible diffeomo
phism group of automorphism-translations on this frame by Lie dragging induces the action~4.10!
of the matrix automorphism group on the space of SH inner product matrices. For the dia
alignment gauge choice of the structure constants of such a frame, the orbits of this action
parametrized by a submanifold of the diagonal inner product matrices~corresponding to orthogo
nal spatial frames!. Thus, starting from a frame with arbitrary inner products in synchron
11 May 2001 to 153.104.160.140. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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gauge, one can always produce from it an orthogonal frame with minimal freedom in
diagonal inner product components by using the automorphism matrix freedom to choo
appropriate new time direction via the corresponding generating shift vector field. Conve
given any orthogonal invariant spatial frame with constant structure functions, one can a
pick a vector field to complete it to a spacetime computational frame. This is equivalent to pi
the shift which generates the time-dependent automorphism matrix which transforms the sy
nous gauge inner product matrix to the one of the orthogonal computational frame. Solvin
key equation~4.13! for a symmetry compatible shift vector field under the assumption thatD̂ is a
diagonal matrix parametrizing the orbits of the matrix automorphism group determines this d
shift.

V. CONSTRUCTION OF THE METRIC: SPECIFIC BIANCHI TYPES

The metric is simultaneously constructed for each subset of Bianchi types listed in Ta
according to common adjoint and automorphism dimensions, except for Bianchi type III5VI21,
which is included with the type VI and VII discussion, and type IV which is treated separa
This is an artifact of the choices of automorphism matrix parametrizations made for the c
nience of calculation.

A. Bianchi types VIII and IX

In this case there are no diagonal or outer automorphisms,â505a, and n1n2n3Þ0
Þn̂1n̂2n̂3 , and the equations~4.15! uniquely determine theba, yielding

e22ba
5~nbng!/~ n̂bn̂g!, ~5.1!

where ~a,b,g! is a cyclic permutation of~1,2,3!. Given the canonical choice of (n̂a) for each
symmetry type, theba variables are then expressed in terms of the structure functionsna .

The relationship~4.13! may then be used to solve for the matrix automorphism generatorÂi
j .

For these symmetry types, the matrix automorphism generators are off-diagonal, and
entirely of inner automorphism generators belonging to the adjoint Lie algebra of the origina
algebra with structure constantsĈi

jk , a basis for which consists of the three off-diagonal adjo
matrices,

@k i #
j
k5@ k̂i #

j
k5Ĉj

ik5e ikl n̂
j l , ~5.2!

so that

2Âj
k5Mi@k i #

j
k5Mi@ k̂i #

j
k . ~5.3!

Since there are no diagonal automorphisms, there is no need to examine the diagona
ponents of the key equation~4.13!. Its off-diagonal components immediately determine the o
diagonal matrixÂ in terms ofVa and the off-diagonal components ofua

b , the latter of which are
related by the off-diagonal components of the Jacobi identities~3.9!. The results are

N21M35~2u121V3!/~n1eb3
!5~u121V3!/~n2eb3

!, ~5.4!

and its two cyclic permutations.
The shift vector field is then SH and given by

N¢ 5Miji5Mi êi , ~5.5!

which is both a minimal strain and a minimal distortion shift.
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B. Bianchi types VI and VII

For this category of symmetry types, both class A and B including type III5VI21, the matrix
automorphism group has one independent diagonal automorphism generator so that one r
ship may be imposed on theba, which may be parametrized as follows:

ln D̂5diag~b1,b2,b3!5b2 diag~),2),0!1b3 diag~z,z,1!

5diag~zb31)b2,zb32)b2,b3!. ~5.6!

The arbitrary parameterz, which can be chosen to have any convenient value, reflects a free
in the shift vector field. Theb variables are determined in terms of the structure functions by
two independent components of the equation~4.15!,

e22b3
5~n1n2!/~ n̂1n̂2!, e4)b2

5~n1n̂2!/~ n̂1n2!. ~5.7!

Note that in the class B casea25hn1n2 and â25hn̂1n̂2 leading to an equivalent expressio
e22b3

5(a/â)2.
A basis of the matrix automorphism Lie algebra consists of the following three off-diag

matrices whose nonzero entries are given by

@k i #
j
k5e ikl n̂

j l , ~5.8!

for each of the three cyclic permutations of (i , j ,k) and the fourth diagonal automorphism ge
erator,

k45diag~1,1,0!. ~5.9!

One can then express the matrixÂ as a linear combination of these matricesÂ5Mik i1M4k4 .
~One could have chosen instead the basis$k1 ,k2 ,k32ak4 ,k4% more closely related to the adjoin
matrices but thenk1 andk2 are linearly dependent for type III.!

The key equation~4.13! then becomes

N21@2ḃ2 diag~),2),0!2ḃ3 diag~z,z,1!1D̂ÂD̂21#5~2ua
b1ea

bgVg!, ~5.10!

where the choicez50 corresponds to a minimal strain shift and the choicez51 corresponds to a
minimal distortion shift.

The third diagonal component of this equation yields

N21ḃ35u33. ~5.11!

Using this in the sum of the first two diagonal components of the same equation leads to

N21M452 1
2 ~u111u22!1zu33. ~5.12!

The off-diagonal components of Eq.~5.10! may be used to determine the coefficients of the th
off-diagonal automorphism generators in the same way as in the previous case of types V
IX,

N21M15~2u231V1!/~n2eb1
!, N21M25~u131V2!/~n1eb2

!, ~5.13!
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N21M35~2u121V3!/~n1eb3
!5~u121V3!/~n2eb3

!.

The shift vector field itself is then determined once a vector field generator corresponding
diagonal automorphism is identified. Letj4 be the unique time-independent~inhomogeneous!
spatial vector field which satisfies

£j4
êi5@diag~1,1,0!# j

i êj . ~5.14!

It has the expressionj452x1]12x2]2 in coordinates that correspond to canonical coordinate
the second kind.9

Except for Bianchi type III (VIh with h521) the first three automorphism matrices may
expressed in terms of the adjoint matricesk̂i and the matrixk4 in the following way:

k15~11h!21@ k̂11~ â/n̂1!k̂2#, k25~11h!21@ k̂22~ â/n̂2!k̂1#, k35 k̂32âk4 , ~5.15!

allowing one to expandÂ in terms of these latter four matrices instead. The desired shift ve
field is then the same linear combination of the corresponding vector fieldsêi ,j4 ,

N¢ 5~11h!21@M12~ â/n̂2!M2#ê11~11h!21@M21~ â/n̂1!M1#ê21M3ê31~M42âM3!j4 .

~5.16!

In the type III case, there is one less independent adjoint matrix and one more independen
automorphism matrix whose corresponding vector field generator must be evaluated. Introd
combination

k55k11k25S 0 0 1

0 0 1

0 0 0
D , j552x3~]11]2!52x3~ ê11ê2!. ~5.17!

Then the shift vector field can be chosen to be instead

N¢ 5 1
2 ~M11M2!ê11 1

2 ~M12M2!j51M3ê31~M42âM3!j4 . ~5.18!

C. Bianchi type IV

Bianchi type IV is very similar to the previous case, but with slightly different algebra.
can use the same parametrization ofD̂ in terms ofb2 andb3 but their relation to the structure
functions following from Eqs.~4.15! and ~4.16! is now

e2b3
5a/â, e2)b2

5~n1â!/~ n̂1a!. ~5.19!

A basis of the matrix automorphism Lie algebra consists of the following three off-diag
matrices,

k15 k̂1 , k25 k̂2 , k35 k̂32â diag~1,1,0!, ~5.20!
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and the fourth diagonal automorphism generator,

k45diag~1,1,0!. ~5.21!

One can then express the matrixÂ as a linear combination of these matricesÂ5Mik i1M4k4 .
The key equation~5.10! and its immediate consequence~5.11! remain the same, leading to th

same expression~5.12! for M4 and to the same values ofz for the minimal strain and minima
distortion shifts. The off-diagonal components of this equation lead to the following expres
for the remaining automorphism coefficients:

N21M152@~u131V2!2~n1 /a!~2u231V1!#/~aeb1
!,

N21M25~u232V1!/~aeb2
!, N21M35~u122V3!/~n1eb3

!. ~5.22!

Let j4 be the same as in the previous case. The first three automorphism matrices m
expressed in terms of the adjoint matricesk̂i andk4 ,

k152@ k̂21~ n̂1 /â!k̂1#/â, k25~2n̂1 /â!k̂1 ,k35k32âk4 , ~5.23!

allowing one to expand2Â in terms of these latter four matrices instead. Then the desired
vector field is

N¢ 52@~ n̂1M1/â2!1~ n̂1M2/â!#ê12~M1/â!ê21M3ê31~M42âM3!j4 , ~5.24!

with the same remarks about the minimal strain and distortion conditions holding as in th
vious case.

D. Bianchi type V

The parametrization ofD̂ for types VI, VII, IV with b250 is appropriate here, with the on
independentb variable now given by

e2b3
5a/â, ~5.25!

as in the type IV case. In addition to the three adjoint matricesk i5 k̂i , one must introduce three
outer automorphism matrices:

k45diag~1,21,0!, k55S 0 1 0

0 0 0

0 0 0
D , k65S 0 0 0

1 0 0

0 0 0
D , ~5.26!

so that one has2Â5Mik̂i1M4k41M5k51M6k6 . Note thatk̂35â diag(1,1,0) is diagonal and
â51 by assumption. Since the diagonal matrixk4 is trace-free and orthogonal to lnD̂, andk̂3 is
the same diagonal automorphism matrix generator as in the previous two cases, the same
tive values ofz yield the minimal strain and minimal distortion shifts.

As before the third diagonal component of the key equation~4.13! yields the same resul
N21ḃ35u33, while its diagonal components together yield
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N21M35@2 1
2 ~u111u22!1zu33#, N21M45 1

2 ~2u111u22!. ~5.27!

The off-diagonal components then give the remaining automorphism coefficients:

N21M15~u131V2!/~aeb1
!, N21M25~u232V1!/~aeb2

!,
~5.28!

N21M55~2u121V3!eb22b1
, N21M652~u211V3!eb12b2

.

Let

j452x1]11x2]2 , j552x2]1 , j652x1]2 , ~5.29!

be the explicit expressions for the outer automorphism vector fields corresponding tok4 ,k5 ,k6 .9

Then the desired shift vector field is

N¢ 5Mi êi1M4j41M5j51M6j6 , ~5.30!

with the same minimal distortion and strain features as in the previous Class B models.

E. Bianchi type II

For this symmetry type, the matrix automorphism group has two additional diagonal auto
phism generators leading to two relationships among theba, which may be parametrized a
follows:

ln D̂5diag~b1,b2,b3!5b† diag~~4z21!/3, ~2z11!/3, ~2z11!/3!. ~5.31!

The arbitrary parameterz, which can be chosen to have any convenient value, reflects a free
in the shift vector field. The variableb† is determined in terms of one nonvanishing structu
function by the one independent component of the equation~4.15!,

e2b†
5n1 /n̂1 . ~5.32!

A basis of the matrix automorphism Lie algebra consists of the following off-diagonal m
ces:

k25 k̂2 , k35 k̂3 , k15S 0 0 0

0 0 1

0 0 0
D , k45S 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 1 0
D , ~5.33!

plus the additional two diagonal matrices,

k55diag~2,1,1!, k65diag~0,1,21!. ~5.34!

One can then express the matrixÂ as a linear combination of these matrices2Â5M1k1

1M2k̂21M3k̂31M4k41M5k51M6k6 .
The key equation~4.13! then becomes
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N21@2ḃ† diag~~4z21!/3, ~2z11!/3, ~2z11!/3!1D̂ÂD̂21#5~2ua
b1ea

bgVg!,
~5.35!

where the choicez50 corresponds to a minimal strain shift and the choicez51 corresponds to a
minimal distortion shift as in the previous cases. The first diagonal component of this equ
minus the sum of the last two diagonal components yields

N21ḃ†52u111u221u33. ~5.36!

Using this in the average of the last two diagonal components of the same equation leads

N21M552zu111~z21!~u221u33!. ~5.37!

Taking half the difference of the last two diagonal components of that equation then yield
remaining diagonal automorphism coefficient,

N21M652u221u33. ~5.38!

The off-diagonal components yield the remaining coefficients,

N21M15~2u231V1!eb32b2
, N21M252~u131V2!/~n1eb2

!,
~5.39!

N21M35~u122V3!/~n1eb3
!, N21M452~u231V1!eb22b3

.

The generating vector fieldsj1 ,j4 ,j5 ,j6 , corresponding to outer automorphism matric
expressed in canonical coordinates of the second kind are9

j152x3]21 1
2 ~x3!2]1 , j5522x1]12x2]22x3]3 ,

~5.40!

j452x2]31 1
2 ~x2!2]1 , j652x2]21x3]3 .

Finally the desired shift vector field is

N¢ 5M1j11M2ê21M3ê31M4j41M5j51M6j6 . ~5.41!

F. Bianchi type I

For this symmetry type, there exist no nontrivial inner matrix automorphisms and the m
automorphisms are just the entire general linear group, so the problem is somewhat simpl

@Ei
j #

k
l5d i

ld
k

j ~5.42!

be the component definition of the natural basis of 333 matrices. In Cartesian coordinate
adapted to the translational symmetry, a basis of the corresponding vector field Lie algebra i9

j i
j52@Ei

j #
k
lx

l]k . ~5.43!

One may setD̂ equal to the identity, so that~4.13! reduces to

N21Âi
j5d i

bda
j~2ua

b1ea
bgVg!, ~5.44!
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and the corresponding~inhomogeneous! shift vector field is

N¢ 52Âi
jj

j
i , ~5.45!

where the entries of the matrixÂ themselves play the role of the automorphism coefficie
MD,MO of the previous cases.

This is clearly both a minimal strain shift and a minimal distortion shift. However,
minimal distortion shift for all the other Bianchi types still has a time-dependent isotropic pa
D̂ present. To restore this possibility, one can relax the condition onD̂ to allow it to have a purely
isotropic time-dependent part (b15b25b3) while retaining the minimal distortion condition o
the shift, though not the minimal strain condition. Then the parametrization,

ln D̂5b0 diag~1,1,1!, ~5.46!

leads to an arbitrary contribution to the pure trace part ofÂ,

Tr Â52Q13N21ḃ0. ~5.47!

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The essential ingredient of the above procedure for constructing a coordinate representa
the orthonormal frame is the hypersurface transitivity of the symmetry group. It can therefo
carried over to the temporally homogeneous case and to some extent to their corresp
hypersurface self-similar cases. While the latter are not hypersurface-homogeneous, they a
formally hypersurface-homogeneous with a particular conformal factor.

The construction procedure for SH models is valid for any choice of lapse function. How
it suggests a preferred class of lapse functions, namely those which depend only on the c
tator functions through an algebraic relationship. A lapse of this type is used to produce a d
sionless time variable in the dynamical systems formulation1 of the orthonormal frame equation

Geometrical objects on spacetime can be assigned dimensions under constant spaceti
formal transformations. In a computational frame the lapse has dimension 1 and the shift d
sion 0 provided that a dimensionless time variable is used, while the spatial metric has dim
2 and henceD̂ dimension 1, except for Bianchi type I whereD̂ is the identity and the spatia
coordinates instead have dimension 1. By re-introducing an isotropic degree of freedom inD̂ to
carry the dimension as described above for this case, the spatial coordinates become dim
less. In an orthonormal frame the commutation functions have dimension21.

In the dynamical systems analysis of the orthonormal frame equations, dimensionles
ables are obtained by dividing the commutation functions by a function of them which ha
same dimension. Usually one chooses the expansion scalarQ, which leads to the so-called expan
sion normalized variables.1 To produce a dimensionless time variable, the lapse must be a fun
constructed from the commutator functions with dimension 1. In the expansion normalize
proach, the associated lapse isN}Q21.

The minimal distortion shift choice of the present approach is naturally adapted to any
dimensionless formulation since it allows the factorization of the metric into an overall confo
factor carrying the dimension and the remaining part which is therefore automatically expres
terms of dimensionless variables. This can be seen from the fact that by choosing the m
distortion shift for all Bianchi types provides a purely isotropicb variable parametrizing part ofD̂
that carries the dimension, making the remaining variables, if any, dimensionless. Allowin
extra isotropic degree of freedom for Bianchi type I, one can re-express the metric for all Bi
types in the form in which the square of the lapse is an overall conformal factor times a
unphysical metric. In the minimal distortion gauge, if the lapse is chosen to be a function o
commutation functions with dimension 1, then the new unphysical metric is then expresse
tirely in terms of dimensionless combinations of the commutator functions.
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In the special case of a Bianchi spacetime with an additional homothetic Killing vecto
tangent to the SH hypersurfaces, all dimensionless quantities take constant values10,11 under these
conditions, and the spacetime metric in the minimal distortion gauge is explicitly stationary e
for an overall conformal factor which is exponential in the dimensionless time variable. Thu
automatically obtains the standard form for a transitively self-similar spacetime metric adap
the homothetic Killing vector field~compare Ref. 9!.
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